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Abstract. Underwater vision-based mapping (VbM) constructs three-dimensional (3D) map and 

robot position simultaneously out of a quasi-continuous structure from motion (SfM) method. It 

is the so-called simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM), which might be beneficial for 

mapping of shallow seabed features as it is free from unnecessary parasitic returns which is found 

in sonar survey. This paper presents a discussion resulted from a small-scale testing of 3D 

underwater positioning task. We analyse the setting and performance of a standard web-camera, 

used for such a task, while fully submerged underwater. SLAM estimates the robot (i.e. camera) 

position from the constructed 3D map by reprojecting the detected features (points) to the camera 

scene. A marker-based camera calibration is used to eliminate refractions effect due to light 

propagation in water column. To analyse the positioning accuracy, a fiducial marker-based 

system –with millimetres accuracy of reprojection error– is used as a trajectory’s true value 

(ground truth). Controlled experiment with a standard web-camera running with 30 fps (frame 

per-second) shows that such a system is capable to robustly performing underwater navigation 

task. Sub-metre accuracy is achieved utilizing at least 1 pose (1 Hz) every second.  

1.  Background 

Underwater environment mapping known as bathymetric survey is important to provide information of 

seafloor topography at various details. Current technology employing high hydrographic echosounding 

equipment requires shipborne system to carry out such survey. However, in areas where shipborne 

system cannot enter non-navigable zones, such as very shallow water area, cave, or vulnerable 

archeological sites, an alternate system has to be considered. In accessing difficult underwater 

environments, underwater robotic systems have been developed to bring the sensor closer to the object 

for underwater mapping [1]. The underwater technology is rapidly being developed in recent decades 

for extending human capability in exploring ocean floor, inspection of human-made platform, marine 

conservation and many more. Underwater robot is classified to two types: Remotely Operated Vehicle 

(ROV) which is controlled by human with remote and Autonomous Underwater Vehicle (AUV) which 

has its own processing system on board for autonomous navigation [2].  
The use of underwater robot is effective for monitoring underwater features, yet tends to deliver 

another issue, which is its difficulty in accurately positioning and mapping. As the robot travels in water 

medium, positioning with help of navigational satellite can no longer be used. This is due to the fact that 
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electromagnetic waves transmission from satellite attenuates very rapidly in water column. It is the 

particular intention that motivates the development of another techniques for underwater navigation [3]. 

At the present state, most of underwater mapping and navigation algorithms rely on acoustic sensor due 

to its ability to propagate efficiently in the water. Doppler velocity log (DVL), ultra-short baseline 

(USBL), Long baseline (LBL), and sonar are to name several notable methods [4]. This acoustic based 

techniques, however, pertain to parasitic backscattering effect due to presence of complex underwater 

features, such as vegetation and coral reefs [5]. 

In recent decades, visual sensor grows its recognition as an alternative approach for underwater 

mapping. This method is employing photogrammetry techniques to construct high accuracy three 

dimensional (3D) model up to centimeters level [6]. This approach yields to further approach e.g.,  object 

modelling, mapping, and identification known as Vision-based Mapping (VbM). Underwater VbM 

offers a beneficial solution for mapping of shallow seabed features as it is free from unnecessary 

parasitic returns which is found in sonar survey [7]. VbM is able to construct 3D model of detected 

object underwater by making quasi-continuous pictures from multiple known positions [8]. The 

principle of 3D model construction is based on structure from motion (SfM) photogrammetry, where 

the captured images are then used for estimating sensor position by projecting detected object to the 

camera scene [9]. In VbM, the SfM algorithm is applied throughout the system running or known as 

simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM), where at the same time the system can estimate sensor 

location and mapping the environment detected by the sensor. 

The underwater environment presents a big challenge to apply VbM, where bias is often detected 

due to the existence of suspended material such as microbial life forms or microparticle sediments [7]. 

The most common bias from the light transmission is light refraction due to light absorption and 

scattering phenomenon in water medium [10]. The light refraction effect may lead to the wrong 

measurement of depth, where the light transmission is bending towards the upper direction or lower 

direction of the seabed [11]. 

In this research, we investigate our work from using VbM algorithm to map the underwater object 

and use the mapped object to locate the position of the robot. Our work is designed for small-scale 

testing with only the preliminary adjustment of bias effect from light penetration underwater for VbM 

robustness is discussed. Our further research is aimed to tackle mentioned issue of VbM application 

underwater. We designed the environment for ideal condition, which means the effect of water clarity, 

current, and light exposure are not discussed in this research. The accurate knowledge of the underwater 

robot positioning and object mapping will benefit many useful applications besides charting such as 

conservation, inspection, 3D reconstruction, and surveillance.  

2.  Material and Methods 

2.1.  Experimental Setup  

A wide-angle camera is needed to get wide area coverage of visual input. The use of wide-angle camera 

benefits the system to track more object to be used as feature extraction. In this research, we use the 

standard web-camera with 640  480 digital resolution, recording at 30 frame per second (fps),  and 75° 

field of view (FOV). To display the image taken by camera to a consumer laptop, USB-cable connection 

is employed. The adaptation of underwater VbM is based on modified SLAM algorithm that can do 

robust navigation in outdoor environment [12].  

To adapt the system in underwater environment, the camera shall be able to submerge in underwater 

condition. Hence we design a simple box housing made of plastic for deploying the camera. Figure 1 

shows the general complex environment setup with some objects such as toys, fiducial 

(photogrammetric) marker, and camera calibration pattern are placed in the bottom of basin. That the 

small scale testing is aimed in this experiment, the dimension is constructed with 28 x 68 cm area having 

depth of 18 cm. To be noted that this setup is excluding underwater bias effect caused by light exposure 

and water properties. Thus, only underwater refraction effect due to light penetration will be discussed 

in this research. 
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Figure 1. Environment setup for underwater VbM system testing. 

 

2.2.  Underwater Refraction 

Challenge of using VbM in underwater condition is the refraction of light in water column that will 

produce distorted image. Prior to VbM system running, refraction adjustment shall be performed, which 

implies camera calibration techniques. One of the suitable techniques in performing refraction 

adjustment underwater is by applying Multiview camera calibration methods. This technique, however, 

requires a lot of images to be processed, so that all distortion from all angle and position can be 

computed. The multiview method extends the pinhole camera projection function which supports lenses 

exhibiting barrel radial distortion [13]. The radial distortion model transforms r to r’, with the camera 

parameters of focal length (fu, fv), principal point or image coordinate of projection error (𝒄𝒙, 𝒄𝒚) and 

distortion (ω) are assumed to be known parameters from the camera or so-called intrinsic parameters. 

The object projected to the camera is formed by intersection of light rays from the objects through 

of lens (projection centre) [14]. The perspective camera projection should then consider the distortion 

parameter estimation which visualizes with radial r (distance) and tangential distortion 𝑟′ (angle) factors. 

The equation expects to model the distortion parameters from selected sensors. The distortion 

parameters will later be used as camera calibration parameter input that has to be included in VbM 

system to get the correct feature point positions on image scene (𝑢𝐷 and 𝑣𝐷):  

(
𝑢𝐷

𝑣𝐷
) = (

𝑢 

𝑣 
) + [

𝑓𝑢 0
0 𝑓𝑣

]
𝑟′

𝑟
(

𝑥

𝑧
𝑦

𝑧

) (1) 

where x, y, and z is coordinate of detected features (object). 

 

The camera calibration underwater is challenging task where 1.9 pixels or root mean square error 

(RMSE) is obtained in this experiment. Figure 2 shows the calibration procedure, where camera 

submerged in water is necessary to measure the camera calibration parameters. The camera calibration 

parameters are obtained by scanning calibration checkboard underwater containing 11 × 7 square box 

with size of each square is 1.98 cm. After camera calibration procedure is succeeded, the virtual box 

with blue color shall show a perfectly fit alignment to the calibration checkboard. The misalignment of 

virtual box and calibration checkboard is indicating camera calibration error that defines as RMSE pixel. 
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The optimum RMSE to perform VbM task normally lies in range of 0.2 to 0.5 pixels. The large RMSE 

from camera calibration may result in underestimate or overestimate water depth due to the light 

propagation in water medium.  

 

   
Figure 2. Illustration of calibration procedure with checkboard pattern (size of 11x7 square and 1.98 

cm): before calibration procedure is performed (left) and after calibration procedure is performed (right). 

2.3.  Underwater VbM 

In order to navigate vehicle movement underwater, precise measurement of vehicle attitudes such as 

translation and rotation is integrated into navigation algorithm. The algorithm implementation is based 

on calculating the first position X, predict the next position, update the position from visual features, 

detecting new features (landmark), then environment mapping [15], in such that:  

 

𝑋(𝑡𝑛) = [𝑥, �̇�, �̈�, 𝛼, 𝜔 ] (2) 

 

Where body position 𝑥, velocity �̇�, acceleration �̈�, linear acceleration 𝛼, and angular velocity 𝜔 are 

the parameters to estimate the final position [16]. These parameters form transformation parameters of 

rotation R and translation t matrix known as wrap function that connects initial camera scene to the next 

camera scene. Prior to 3D map construction, VbM shall perform initialization stage to estimate feature 

depth by capturing identical features known as feature-based method and detecting intensity values 

known as appearance-based method from two or more camera positions [17]. The appearance-based 

method on SLAM has been introduced by Semi-fast Visual Odometry (SVO) algorithm, where directly 

working with intensity (grey) values to identify a feature detected on-camera scene [18]. 

The 3D point p detection on every camera scene is connected with projection function T. The 

navigation estimation is based on SLAM algorithm that uses rigid body transformation to connect every 

camera scene from one position to the next position [19]. Figure 3 exhibits the underwater object being 

scanned and projected to the camera scene, where reprojection error needs to be minimized in each scene 

to estimate the accurate camera pose. The 3D point reprojection contains measurement noise that 

influences the image intersection to create 3D visualization. This error propagates from one camera 

scene to the next camera scene. The uncertaint of camera pose is then sum of uncertainty of camera pose 

and translation multiply with camera focal length, so that it will be always increasing in parallel of 

additional number of camera scenes taken:  

 

   𝐶𝑛 = 𝑓(𝐶𝑛−1, 𝑇𝑛) (3) 

 

With C is camera pose uncertainty, T is Translation, f is focal length, and n is total data.To have 

better camera pose estimation, as described in [20] error metric ∆𝑍 of feature detection from visual 
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recognition on every image scene needs to be minimized as can be seen in the following equation:  

 

   𝑋 = ∑ ‖𝑥𝑖
 − 𝑇𝑖𝑝𝑖‖

2  
⃒𝑚𝑖𝑛 𝑥𝑖

 
𝑖   →  𝑋 = ∑ ‖∆𝑍𝑖‖

2  
⃒𝑚𝑖𝑛 ∆𝑍𝑖

 
𝑖  (4) 

 

With every camera scene i correspondences with X as maximum likelihood of 3D points estimation 

in 2D image, x as the point coordinate in 2D image connecting with projection function K and p as the 

detected point from world environment. The connection of every camera scene is connected with wrap 

function consists of rotation R and translation t. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Illustration of feature tracking with VbM from multiple images: where X is 3D point projection 

based on feature point tracking p. Note: The projection of point p to camera scence has error metric ∆𝑍 

that has to be minimized in each camera position to have the best positioning accuracy.  

 

The calculated camera position and mapped environment will be stored in local camera coordinate 

system which may provide data misinterpretation. In order to assess the VbM accuracy, true value of 

measurement shall be set. The true value or ground truth is based on fiducial (photogrammetric) marker 

measurement with known dimension. The dimension of fiducial marker is beneficial because it will 

provide metric-based coordinate frame with milimeter projectior error [21].  Figure 4 shows the scenario 

of system testing and relation between ground truth (marker frame) and VbM frame. In order to bring 

VbM data to marker coordinate system, the similarity transformation implying seven parameters is used 

[22]. Parameters used in similarity transformation consist of rotation R and translation t in x, y and z 

axis and scale S between one coordinate to other coordinate systems as can be seen in Eq. (5). 
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Figure 4. Illustration of marker measurement with single-camera: with Xm is camera position based 

on marker tracking M, X is camera position based on object point tracking p, Tr is transformation 

function for coordinate alignment between two systems. 
 

        𝑋𝑐 = 𝑆𝑥𝑦𝑧 .  𝑅𝑥𝑦𝑧𝑋𝑔 + 𝑡𝑥𝑦𝑧 (5) 

 

The transformation parameters is categorized as unknown parameters with known parameters are 

camera coordinate from marker tracking and camera coordinate from 3D object tracking. The least 

square method is suitable to calculate the unknwon parameters with accuracy of milimeter level [23]. 

The necessity of the same coordinate system is to have correct evaluation of VbM system. The 

evaluation is based on the calculation of root mean square error (RMSE) between camera coordinate X 

and marker coordinate Xm. 

 

𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 = √
1

𝑛
∑(𝑋 − 𝑋𝑚)2

𝑛

𝑗=1

 

 

(6) 

3.  Results and Discussion 

3.1.  System Testing 

The algorithm implementation and test are performed in underwater with rich features for visual 

detection. The test environment enables the system to run continuously for around 550 seconds long 

without losing its position. To scan prepared feature, the camera sensor is submerged in underwater 

condition up to circa 1 cm from the water level. The system’s setting is running with a 75° wide-angle 

PS3-eye camera (webcam) and able to capture circa 2 frames per second (FPS).  

Figure 5 shows the experiment result with the VbM system is able to extract around 2000 feature 

points. These feature points, however, contain a lot of noises/spikes mainly caused by the miscalculation 

of depth. Camera calibration result is one of the factors that causing the depth miscalculation as it is 

exploited by Anwer et all [24]. For visual comparison of the tracked feature points, the environment is 

scanned by time of flight (ToF) method that use RGB-Depth camera while the water basin has not been 

filled by water (dry condition). The visual comparison shows similarity of object detected that big object 

such as slope can be clearly visible, while small object such as toys needs to be further proceeded by 

filtering the point clouds. The use of ToF is challenging in underwater conditions, where infrared laser 

is not able to penetrate the water column so that the system is only suitable for dry environment at the 

moment. 
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Figure 5. VbM feature tracking using SLAM (left) and VbM using ToF camera (right). 

The trajectory comparison between VbM and ground truth can be seen in the Figure 6, where both 

systems show similar pattern of camera movement. The navigation using free feature tracking in VbM 

system shows more robust positioning in comparison with navigation with pre-programmed marker 

detection. In some scenarios, where marker body is not fully covered by camera scene, the system is 

unable to locate the camera that leads to position loss in navigating camera body. The system, however, 

is able to do relocalization by detecting marker position in the next camera scene. This issue is rarely 

happened in VbM due to its continuity of free feature tracking that is not relying only on pre-

programmed marker for feature detection and sensor positioning.  

 
Figure 6. VbM trajectory from underwater testing against ground truth: views in 2D (left) and views in 

3D (right). 

3.2.  Position Drift Analysis 

The VbM creates map on local coordinate frame, which may lead to miscalling and misorientation 

of the camera scene trajectory. This misleading information related to global coordinate frame and scale 

is bound to presenting position drift over time to time in continuous tracking. the alignment of trajectory 

helps to adjust this issue, where around 150 frames out from around 1000 frames are used to delineate 

the transformation parameters. The illustration of position error of VbM comparing with ground truth 

position over time can be seen in Figure 7. Table 1 shows that the VbM system is able to perform small-

scale navigation task with up to sub-centimeters error and RMSE of 0.11 cm, 0.15 cm, and 0.23 cm for 

Camera 

position 

Feature 

tracked 

Noise 
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X, Y, and Z-axis respectively. The position drift showed as distance/radius indicates that the system is 

very stable during run-test with maximum drift is 0.71 cm. 

 

Table 1. Summary of position drift (error)*. 

 

 Max. 

(cm) 

Min. 

(cm) 

Mean 

(cm) 

RMSE 

(cm) 
  

(cm) 

X 0.34 -0.28 0.02 0.11 0.11 

Y 0.34 -0.41 -0.01 0.15 0.15 

Z 0.33 -0.69 -0.11 0.23 0.21 

Radius 0.71 0.04 0.27 0.09 0.12 

*Notes: RMSE=Root Mean Squared Error, =standard deviation 

 
 

Figure 7. Position drift (error) from comparison of VbM and groundtruth. 

4.  Conclusion 

In this presented paper, we are able to perform underwater test of an experimental VbM system. Such a 

system is constructed by 18 cm depth artificial basin having an area of 28 cm  68 cm. The test works 

by submerging a standard low-cost web camera into the water to detect the prepared features. As it is 

shown by the experiment reported here, a digital camera having 640480 pixel running at 30 fps is 

capable in performing navigational  task by estimating the camera positions at secondly basis. The 

accuracy is within centimeters level. It should be noted that sufficient quantity of underwater landmarks 

are prepared. This enables the estimation of the feature points from its field of view. It seems that light 

propagation underwater plays major rule in transforming depth calculated by the system, as we still spot 

underestimated water depth of circa 2 cm. In addition to that, the large RMSE of the calibration result , 

i.e. up to 1.9 pixels, may play major role in underestimating water depth in our experiment. 

5.  Further Works 

The use of VbM in underwater environment is an interesting topic to be discussed since it is offering 

the ability to create and store 3D object model with higher accuracy comparing to traditional sonar 

measurement. The underwater environment, however, presents a great challenge to apply VbM for large 

areas and long journey of measurement. The presence of noise due to light intensity change from one 

position to the next position may result in feature tracking loss. Another major issue is the water medium 

that often leads to miss-measurement of depth due to light propagation underwater. We are keen to work 

with this issue in the future by applying noise and bias correction, such  as contrast adjustment and 

further underwater camera calibration, to make the system more robust. The integration of active sensor 
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such as laser distance measurement that found ToF camera will also provide direct depth measurement 

and 3D modeling for future works.  
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